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Living the Magis
Dear Readers,
It is a pleasure to share the November issue of Magis. XLRI is eternally indebted
to the Founding Fathers of XLRI who were literally giants both physically and
intellectually. Fr. McGrath was an extraordinary teacher and humanist. This issue
carries a few vignettes of Fr. McGrath’s life and a couple of tributes from alumni
and colleagues who were inspired by Father’s selflessness and sense of humour.
Encouraging Whole-Person Growth
At XLRI we strive towards integral formation whereby students are encouraged
to nurture their intellectual, emotional, spiritual and social persona to evolve as
well-rounded human beings furthering greater common good. Student societies
are encouraged to foster whole-person growth. FINAX, MAXI, AXIOM,
XLANC, Sapphire events are classic examples of stupendous efforts put in by
student societies beyond their curriculum framework.
Promoting Solidarity
The students and staff of XLRI are always encouraged to contribute their mite
for the underserved sections of our society. This issue of Magis features SIGMA
and Samarthya’s initiatives in this direction.
Fostering Thought Leadership
XLRI hosts numerous conferences, seminars and orations on a regular basis
to foster thought leadership among internal and external stakeholders. This
issue features Nobel Laureate Dr. Muhammad Yunus’ visit to XLRI and his
inspiring address. We are also covering Dr. Ashok Khosla’s address for the 4th Dr.
Verghese Kurien Oration as a part of our significant annual orations organised
to foster and advance thought leadership.
Shaping Responsible Leaders
We hope that the articles covered in this issue give you a glimpse of our modest,
yet consistent efforts to help shape responsible business leaders of tomorrow.

Fr E Abraham, SJ
Director
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MAGIS
[pronounced "màh-gis"]
Magis is a Latin term for 'more' that was adopted by St Ignatius of Loyola
(Founder of the Society of Jesus—Jesuits) and suggests the spirit of
generous excellence to encompass one’s chosen vocation. Living the Magis
calls us to examine how our choices affect others and guides us to make
decisions that benefit the greater good. At XLRI, Magis is at the core of
everything we do for the last 68 years since inception and the spirit of Magis
continually inspires us to search for ways to create a better world for all.
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Spotlight

Dr. Ashok Khosla lights the inaugural lamp (From left ) as Dr. Madhukar
Shukla, Chairperson, FACES, Fr E Abraham SJ, Director, XLRI, Dr. Ashish K
Pani, Dean (Academics), XLRI, look on
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Dr. VErghEsE
KUriEN mEmorial
oraTioN

T

he 4th Dr. Verghese Kurien Memorial Oration on Sustainable Development was organised under the aegis of Fr Arrupe Center for Ecology and Sustainability (FACES) in memory of Dr. Verghese Kurien,
the founder of AMUL. The oration aims to provide a platform to
listen to and learn from thought leaders, social entrepreneurs, development sector professionals and policy makers who have made a
significant contribution to the idea of an empowered, prosperous and
sustainable society.
This year Dr. Ashok Khosla (lighting the lamp in the picture), eminent environmentalist and Founder & Chairman, Development Alternatives Group, delivered the
oration on the topic The Machine Revolution: Fulfilling the Aspirations of Rural India.
In his speech, Dr. Khosla said, “Some 70 years ago, Dr. Verghese Kurien created
Amul, one of the most successful social enterprises in history. Over this period, Amul
pioneered technical, managerial, and institutional innovations that led to remarkable
progress in India’s dairy industry – taking it from one of the least productive in the
world to becoming the largest in any country within a few decades. The magnitude of
Dr. Kurien's contribution to the nutrition and health of the nation’s people was immense. The organisations he created had comparable impact on the incomes, social status and education of the dairy farmers, who were his first and most heartfelt concern.”
He added, “The White Revolution brought enormous quantity of protein into the
diets of India’s population, complementing the massive quantities of calories provided
by the Green Revolution. The efforts of scientist/practitioners like Dr. Kurien have certainly enabled large numbers of our fellow citizens to live healthier and more productive lives. Beyond nourishing food, people also have other basic needs such as water,
energy for lighting and cooking, shelter, clothing, knowledge, healthcare and, above
all, livelihoods and jobs.”
Emphasising on the topic of his oration, The Machine Revolution, Dr. Khosla
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said, “Improving lives means improving productivity. Productivity of labour,
productivity of land, and productivity
of resources, such as water, energy and
materials. And improving productivity
needs technology, to extend and multiply
the capabilities of the human and animal
effort on which the large numbers of our
marginalised compatriots solely depend.
Technology means tools, instruments,
methods and know-how, all of which can
be subsumed under the metaphor of a
machine. Some of the machines needed
for improving the economic performance
of rural communities already exist, resulting from the 200 years of experience
worldwide since the Industrial Revolution.
Others, needed to address the different life
and livelihood issues that are peculiar to
the rural economy, must be invented and
delivered to a widespread market. This
requires disruptive innovation of the kind
pioneered by the Green and White Revolutions: a new Machine Revolution.”
To explain how machines and institutions can bring about the kind of impact
on the lives and livelihoods of India’s
rural poor, Dr. Khosla gave example of
TARAlife, a social enterprise recently
set up by the Development Alternatives
Group, in his speech.
TARAlife is the latest initiative of the
globally recognised 35-year-old social
enterprise, Development Alternatives
Group, to motivate and help entrepreneurs
create local industries and sales channels
for basic needs and aspirational products,
and simultaneously generate jobs, income
and purchasing power in rural areas. It is a

TV Narendran, Global CEO & MD, Tata Steel, (centre) presents a souvenir to Dr. Ashok Khosla (right) as
Dr. Madhukar Shukla, Chairperson, FACES, (Left) looks on

new enterprise launched in March, 2017 as
a market-based solution to poverty, hunger
and environmental destruction. The purpose is not only to deliver good financial
returns on investment, but also make
much needed transformational economic,
social and environmental contribution to

Dr. Verghese Kurien
Memorial Oration
The memorial oration was established
in 2014 and has been presented annually to commemorate the memory of
Dr. Verghese Kurien, well-known as the
Milkman of India.
Dr. Kurien was the force behind developing a sustainable model for the
|
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India’s future.
In his address, Fr E Abraham, SJ,
Director, XLRI, said, “Dr. Kurien’s
remarkable life and achievements are an
embodiment of his faith in the ability of
the common man to exercise control over
his destiny. This faith helped him to create

| cover story |

world-class institutions that became shining examples of excellence (like Institute
of Rural Management Anand and National
Dairy Development Board), which enabled
ordinary people to achieve extraordinary
results.”
“He strongly believed that by placing
technology and professional management
in the hands of farmers, the living standard
of millions of rural poor could be improved. His creation of community-owned
co-operatives empowered millions of rural
families, mostly landless and small farmers in India.”
Remembering Dr. Kurien, Fr. Abraham
said, “XLRI’s relationship with Dr. Kurien
goes back to over 24 years. I personally
had an enriching association with Dr.
Kurien and was greatly inspired with his
visionary foresight and single-minded determination in executing his vision for the
dairy sector and more importantly in helping raise the living standards of millions of
rural milk producers across thousands of
villages in India.”
“We decided to institute this Annual
Oration to commemorate Dr. Kurien’s
legacy — because his life and work
exemplifies the model for a responsible
management leader, combining business
skills with the larger good of the society
and nation-building,” Fr. Abraham further
added.
The event was graced by TV Narendran, Chairman, XLRI Board of Governors
and Global CEO and MD, Tata Steel, Dr.
Ashis K. Pani, Dean (Academics), XLRI
and Dr. Madhukar Shukla, Chairperson,
FACES and faculty in OB area, XLRI.

dairy cooperative AMUL (Anand Milk
Union Limited) that continues to
empower millions of farmers. He
orchestrated the largest dairy development programme in the world,
christened as Operation Flood. He
was the chairman of the Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation
Ltd (GCMMF) and had started several
other institutions to replicate the
Anand pattern nationwide.

Knowing
Dr. Ashok Khosla
Over the years Dr. Ashok Khosla, founder of Development Alternatives, has worked tirelessly to
demonstrate the theory and practice of sustainable development through environment friendly
and commercially viable technologies. He is responsible for policy, strategic planning and the
overall supervision of Development Alternatives.
He has been working towards the development
and dissemination of effective environmental
management systems and the design and advocacy of appropriate policies and institutions both
in India and on international arena.
He founded Development Alternatives in 1982
as a major step towards fulfilling his dream for
sustainable development. A Ph.D in Experimental
Physics from Harvard University, Dr. Khosla has
chaired and managed eminent positions on various boards and trusts. His work and expertise has
been recognised globally with accolades. In 2002
he was awarded the United Nations Sasakawa
Environment Prize. This was followed by Schwab
Foundation Award for Outstanding Social Entrepreneur in 2004; Officer of the Order of the British Empire (OBE) in 2008 and Duke of Edinburgh
Conservation Medal at Buckingham Palace (2011)
in recognition of his outstanding, life-long service
to the environment.
november 2017
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XLri
wELCoMEs
2017-19
BatCh

T

HIS yEAR in June an
illustrious batch of 537
students joined XLRI
to become part of its
greater mission of bringing a change in the society. The three flagship
programmes — Human Resource, Business
Management and General Management —
have students coming from different parts
of the country, with diverse educational
background and with varying years of work
experience.
The diversity of 2017-19 batch is sure to
bring in informed, innovative and analyti|
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cal discussions to the classroom.
The staff and faculty of XLRI welcomed
the students at a solemn, inaugural prayer
service organised in the campus. The
welcome ceremony was addressed by Fr. E
Abraham, SJ, Director, Dr. Ashis K Pani,
Dean [Academics] and Fr. Jerry Cutinha,
SJ, Dean [Administration & Finance].
Welcoming the new batch of students,
Fr. Abraham said, “XLRI, besides being a higher learning institution is also a
social institution. We have to carry out our
responsibilities as a social entity. A strong
connection with the society will provide
the edifice for value-oriented learning.

This will instill in future business leaders
a sensitivity that will inspire you to search
for solutions to vexed socio-economic
problems in the environment in which we
are living. The onus is on institutions like
XLRI to produce men and women of substance and character, not merely competent
professionals. XLRI views ethical and
responsible behavior as being an integral
part of their graduate’s attributes. Student’s
ethical awareness includes the ability to
understand ethical standards and professional conduct. It is expected that you will
hold personal values and beliefs consistent
with your role as responsible flag bearers of

Total 537
students joined
XLRI

| new session |

PGDM-BM
2017-19 batch

181 students
PGDM-HRM
2017-19 batch

181 students
PGDM-GM
2017-18 batch

109 students
PGDM-BM (Part Time)
2017-20 batch

51 students
FPM

9 students
Exec-FPM

6 students

this institution.”
“This Vision and Mission has translated
itself into a unique culture at XLRI. The
hallmark of this culture is: not to walk
along the beaten path, but to strike new
routes; not to benchmark, but to be benchmarked; to be second to none, but to be the
first to respond to the needs of the people
and the nation, by taking up the tasks which
are bold but necessary, which nobody has
hitherto taken up. This enterprising and
pioneering spirit can be witnessed throughout the history of XLRI,” he said.
“XLRI’s commitment to a broad sustainability vision for the campus grows out of

a longstanding dedication to environmental stewardship. The campus is applying
innovative, community-based approaches
to ambitious sustainability goals that span
all campus operations. XLRI is advancing
sustainability on a broader scale through
its research, education and public service
programs,” Fr. Abraham further added in
his welcome address.
Prof. Jerome Joseph, Chair Professor of
Industrial Relations at XLRI also addressed
the students on the occasion and spoke on
Future of Management Education.
Introducing the new batch of students
to the accomplished faculty members

of the institute, Dr. Ashis K Pani, Dean
[Academics], XLRI commented, “XLRI is
known for its academic excellence as well
as instilling in its students the right values
through courses, activities, events and the
environment it creates. A unique feature in
the first term will be the Village Exposure
Programme and the Outbound Programme.
Both the programmes have been designed
to create awareness among the students
of life in rural India, as well as the importance of team spirit. Such an integral and
value-based formation will impel the future
managers to be innovative, competent and
creative leaders.”
november 2017
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World Literacy Day

O

n THE occasion of World Literacy Day SEEDS in collaboration with XLRI organised a science and maths exhibition for the students of Coaching Centre and Women Literacy Centre in
Shwaspur, the model village adopted by XLRI. SEEDS has been running both the centres for
2 years now. The Coaching Centre is for students from class VIII to X and the Women Literacy
Centre educates the village ladies. Around 250 villagers attended the programme, which was organised on
9 September, 2017. Fr Jerome Cutinha, SJ, Dean(Administration), XLRI, was the chief guest for the event.
Apart from showcasing their science and maths models the participants also staged plays on topics like
female foeticide and abstinence from alcohol and drugs. This was followed by some cultural programmes.

Teacher’s Day

november 2017
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Fr Edward H McGrath, SJ
(7 Jan, 1923 - 4 Aug, 2017)

A

n extraordinary teacher and
institution builder, Fr Edward Hugh
McGrath, SJ, at the age of 94 left for his
heavenly abode on 4 August, 2017. Being one
of the Founding Fathers of XLRI, he along with
his team nourished the institute into one of the
finest business schools of the country. His life
and teachings have been an inspiration for the
students, faculty, staff and alumni of XLRI.
Fr McGrath was born on 7 January, 1923, to
Dr John F McGrath and Lillian McGrath in New
York. He came to India in 1949, a time when the
country had just gained freedom and was still recovering from the bruises of partition. It was his
faith in the three vows that a Jesuit undertakes:
poverty, chastity and obedience that led him to

Though he loved
his students, but his
heart was always with
the less privileged
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India. His entire life revolved around these
three vows.
On arriving to Jamshedpur he was asked
to teach in Loyola School along with taking
public speaking classes for XLRI students
and helping Fr Enright run the institute.
After spending a year in Jamshedpur Fr
McGrath left to continue his Theology
studies and prepare for his ordination. From
1951-53 he was at Kurseong and on 21 November, 1953, he was ordained as a priest.
In 1957 he came back to XLRI to work
with Fr Quinn Enright, who later left for
the US and decided not to return to India.
Fr McGrath took charge as Director from
1959-62 and then again in 1981, this time
only for a year. Fr McGrath at the young
age of 36 became the second director of
XLRI, a school of labour that was born out
of a dream to strengthen industrial India,
through empowering her trade unions and
her personnel managers in the study of ethical management.
He conducted several courses for management and trade union groups at the institute. During the 60s, under his guidance
XLRI started offering courses for unions in
collaboration with Steel Union at the Steel
Worker College.
Though he loved his students, but his
heart was always with the less privileged.
In 1987 Fr McGrath moved to the Human Life Centre in Bhubaneswar, Odisha,
and took over as director there. He built
up vocational training courses: written
and spoken English, computers, tailoring, carpentry, among others. Hundreds of
youngsters of the remote villages benefited
from the courses and were encouraged by
Fr McGrath to make a living out of it.
Fr E Abraham, SJ, Director of XLRI,
who has known and lived with Fr McGrath
for several years fondly remembers him as
a wonderful priest. “My close interaction
with Fr McGrath was from 1976-78, when I
was a student at XLRI. He taught our batch
three courses. His basic pedagogy was
learn by doing. I have known Fr McGrath
for the last 45 years and lived with him for
several years. What I admired most about
him was his love for students, love for
poor, his hard work and his fantastic sense
of humour. He was truly a great human
being and a wonderful priest,” Fr Abraham
further added.
 Please write to us at magis@xlri.ac.in

Donate for
Fr McGrath
education Fund

O

nce when asked Fr McGrath how would you
like to be remembered he had said, ‘As someone who adored his students, but whose heart
was always with the poor and marginalised.’ It is this
dream of Fr McGrath that we are trying to accomplish
through McGrath Educational Fund. If you feel a need
to support Father’s dream, please come forward and
contribute to the MEF. We hope you will find it in your
heart to donate Rs.10,000 to the fund, as a small gesture
of thanks for everything Father has meant to you.
With every donation we will be happy to gift you
four volumes of the commemorative Coffee table book
on Father’s life. For donations to the MEF can be made
either through a direct bank transfer or as a cheque
handed over to the Alumni Association when you visit
XLRI. For further details please drop an email with
subject line Donation to MEF to Pranabesh Ray (pray@
xlri.ac.in) or mcgrathfund2017@gmail.com.
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An Ode to our
Beloved Teacher

T

he deity in the temple has left.
The last and the most beloved of
our founding Fathers has moved
on.
XLRI is orphaned.
Yet we cannot complain. He has left the
institution stronger than ever. The values
etched deeply into its psyche, his life was a
lesson till he drew his last breath.
And today while prayers are being
read and his favourite hymns are being
sung, he is perhaps busy running on some
playground, teaching some brash young
kid how to basket the ball perfectly. Patting someone on the shoulder to say ‘You
did well kid, I’m proud of you.’ Asking a
bright young girl, ‘Where did you get those
|
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earrings?’ Keeping everyone around him
laughing, making everyone around him
feel loved. Feel warmth and gratitude and
humility, but most of all, feel loved.
A teacher extraordinary, whose classes
became legendary; whose life became his
teaching, has fallen silent, having said
everything he had to say. Who was most
energised when he could help hundreds of
youngsters in remote villages find a vocation they could be proud of. Who jumped
on his bike at a moment’s notice, and rode
off to fight the cause of some poor labourer
who had been dismissed from work.
He continued to spread his message
even when he lay in bed for most of the last
few years, with a rosary tucked under his

pillow, or sat in his wheelchair, admiring
all of God’s creations.
Where he spoke lovingly of each person
in his life – everyone was ‘a good chap,’
and ‘a very nice person,’ or ‘a good man.’
A teacher who has left a little of himself
in the hearts of everyone who met him,
even for a brief moment.
‘How will you like to be remembered
Father?’ Prof. Jomon had asked. ‘As
someone who adored his students but
whose heart was always with the poor and
marginalised.’
We will Father. We do.
Malati Mukherjee
Alumnus, XLRI
PMIR-1983

| Obituary |

the Icon of XLRI

A

n institution builder par
excellence, a large slice
of goodness, the human
element, has gone with the
“Saint” or “Living God” (as
the XLRI alumni have fondly described
him in their tributes). That intense desire
to leave this world a better place than
what it was when we came in, was truly
accomplished by Fr. E.H. McGrath, S.J.
by his vast contribution not just in teaching, training, publication, etc. but by his
reaching out to the poor, the downtrodden,
the underprivileged that were so close to
his heart and that prompted him to move
from XLRI Jamshedpur to Human Life
Centre Bhubaneswar in 1986, and which
he continued to build before moving on to
Balasore in Odisha again with the same intent. While he loved the students of XLRI
who he taught and who worshipped him,
his heart went out to all those who lived a
life of deprivation and for that section of
society he pledged the remaining years of
his life.
Few know Fr. McGrath had a passion
for sailing and golf. While at XLRI, it
was Softball and Frisbee with the students.
He was equally adept at learning new

languages and loved Hindi, so much so
that his publication “Training for Life and
Leadership in Industry” was translated into
Hindi “Jeevan Mein Udyog Aur Netritva”
and was a sought after publication.
Though a Senior Professor of Organizational Behaviour, Fr. McGrath was at heart
a person always concerned about “labour”,
someone who would go all out to protect
labour. It is this which prompted him to
write “The Priority of Labour” based on
Pope John Paul II’s Encyclical “On Human Work”. Several times chosen as sole
arbitrator in industrial disputes, his other
publications include “Rumour and the
Worker”, “A Guide to the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947”, “Payment of Wages Act”,
“Compensation for Work Injuries” among
others. His bestseller “Basic Managerial
Skills For All”, a Prentice-Hall publication,
is equally popular with the corporates, as
it is with the XLRI alumni. The alumni
firmly believe that what they have accomplished in the corporate world is largely
the grooming they received from their
teacher, Fr. McGrath, while his students at
XLRI. His mailbox would be flooded with
respectful tributes to him from the alumni

on Teachers’ Day. They were always there
for him and continued to connect with him
right till the end of his life. It was truly “To
Sir With Love”.
If one were to sum up Fr. McGrath’s life
in one sentence, it would be appropriate to
say that he gave all that he had and more
just to bring a smile on the face of those
who really needed him. Such was his
devotion and dedication.
Fr. McGrath will continue to live in the
hearts of all those whose lives he touched
: students, XLRI alumni, faculty, but most
important of all the marginalized who with
his teaching and training, found a source of
sustenance. He will continue to inspire so
many, through his teaching, his values, and
what he stood for.
“Do not stand by my grave and weep
I am not there. I do not sleep.
Do not stand by my grave and cry
I am not there. I did not die.”



Roshan N Dastur
Former secretary to
Fr EH McGrath, SJ
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from Past
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Entrepreneurship
Course Begins a
New Chapter

T

he Entrepreneurship
Development Centre at XLRI
welcomed the 8th batch of entrepreneurship management programme to a series of experiential learning,
evaluating opportunities and understanding
the customer. The new batch consists of
40 students shortlisted on the basis of a
rigorous selection process. While half of
the students are from Jharkhand, the rest is
drawn from different parts of the country.
The centre aims to nurture the innovative
business ideas of students and support its
evolution into successful ventures in this
six-month certificate programme. It focuses on developing skills and motivating
students to either start their own venture
or to be a force for entrepreneurial change
within existing organizations.
The inaugural ceremony was graced
by Fr E Abraham, SJ, Director, XLRI, Dr.
AK Pani, Dean (Academics), XLRI, Fr
|
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Jerry Cutinha, SJ, Dean (Administration &
Finance), XLRI and Dr. Vishwa Ballabh,
Chairperson, EDC.
Addressing the students, Fr. E Abraham
SJ, Director, XLRI said, “We have to carry
out our responsibilities as a social entity.
A strong connection with the society will
provide the edifice for value-oriented learning. XLRI, besides being a higher learning
institution is also a social institution and
we try to inspire future business leaders like you to search for solutions to the
socio-economic problems in the environment in which we are living. However, our
resurgent economy is slowly but steadily
putting in place a favourable eco-system
for budding entrepreneurs like you all.”
“Our new students have diverse
educational backgrounds in professional
disciplines like engineering, business
management, computer application, fashion
industry, tourism and logistic, mass com-

munication, digital cinematography, PG
Diploma in Emergency Medical Services
etc. More than 40 percent of the students
have work experience of varying duration.
We hope the diversity among the students
will help the process of peer learning,” Fr.
Abraham added.
Dr. Vishwa Ballabh, Chairperson of
the centre commented, “Our objective in
launching this programme is to nourish a
set of entrepreneurs who are equipped with
conceptual and operational skills required
for running an entrepreneurial venture successfully. We would like the graduates of
PGP-CEM not only to be informed of the
different functions of an entrepreneur, but
also to be equipped adequately to get over
the challenges as and when they encounter
the same. We are happy to see that over the
years, many of our graduates have come
forward with unique ideas and launched
their own ventures.”

Knowledge works

Nobel Laureate's
Business Insights
|
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Prof. Muhammad Yunus addresses the audience as Fr E Abraham, SJ, looks on

X

LRI organised an interactive
session with eminent economist and
Nobel Laureate Prof. Muhammad
Yunus in August. Prof. Yunus, fondly
known as Banker to the Poor, is a world renowned
social entrepreneur, banker, economist and civil
society leader. He was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 2006 for founding the Grameen Bank and
pioneering the concept of microcredit and microfinance. The Grameen Bank model of microfinance
now operates in more than 100 countries worldwide. As of today, about 9 million people benefit
from the financial services accorded by Grameen
Bank and remarkably, 97 percent of the beneficiaries are women.
In 2012, Prof. Yunus was described as one
of the 12 greatest entrepreneurs of the current
era, and has also been named among the world’s
top 100 most influential thinkers by the Foreign
Policy magazine. Besides the Nobel Prize, Prof.
Yunus has been felicitated by numerous awards
and honours including the US Presidential Medal
of Freedom, Ramon Magsaysay Award (1984),
the World Food Prize, the International Simon Bolivar Prize (1996), the Sydney Peace Prize (1998)
and the Seoul Peace Prize (2006).
The session was conducted by Prof. Madhukar
Shukla and was attended by Fr E Abraham SJ, Di-

rector, Dr Ashis K Pani, Dean (Academics) along
with other faculty and students of XLRI.
At the session, Prof. Yunus talked about
business as a medium for solving problems and
reducing disparity between the various economic
sections of the society. He went on to talk about
the problems encountered in his crusade against
loan-sharks and his commitment to serve the
destitute who lacked access to basic financial
services.
He illustrated the progress that societies can
make through entrepreneurship by citing various
examples from different parts of the world. He
also highlighted the difference between helping
through charity and helping through businesses,
which make money and ensure sustainable progress of the downtrodden sections of the society
and advocated the latter. He held the current
financial institutions responsible for the poverty
prevalent in the world.
Addressing the students at the session, Prof.
Yunus said, “Create businesses to solve problems,
not to generate money. The problem is not in the
paper, but in the thinking. One does not have to
change the world, just one person to begin with,”
and thus instilled a sense of social entrepreneurship among the young gathering.
Please write to us at magis@xlri.ac.in
november 2017
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leadership
by Rajeev Dubey

A

s part of the Leadership
Talk Series organised by
XLRI, Jamshedpur, Rajeev
Dubey, Group President (HR
& Corporate Services), CEO (AfterMarket Sector), Member of the Executive
Board – Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd. spoke
about Creating Tomorrow’s Leaders: The
3+5 philosophy. His talk revolved around
the 3+5 philosophy followed by Mahindra
& Mahindra and why they are driving to
successfully apply it to the multiple businesses they are in.
As per Dubey, the key to creating sustained outperformance at an organisational
level is the outcome of showing extreme
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care for stakeholders and focusing on the
core values. After having answered the
three perennial questions of why, what and
how, it is imperative to look at the question of Who are we? at every stage, was
the key idea that Mahindra & Mahindra
follows. The talk went on to describe the
importance of strategy, metrics, structures
and processes, but emphasised that human
beings form the core.
The three attitudes of the 3+5 philosophy were described as accepting no limits,
alternative thinking and driving positive
change. Alignment of HR processes to
these three pillars aims at unleashing potential through empowerment and shared

values. The concept of whole new
world, multipliers, managing fear and
failure, mindfulness and trust form the
five behaviours that ensure that the three
pillars rise.
The rise manifesto that Mahindra &
Mahindra believes in is based on the
3+5 model. The best part of the 3+5
system is its non-prescriptive nature
and the freedom it offers to push the
changes depending on the environment.
The presentation was followed by an
enthusiastic question and answer session
with participation from the faculty and
students.
Please write to us at magis@xlri.ac.in
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V i l l a g e

Exposure
Programme

X

LRI’s vision to instill social
responsibility and create agents
of change is embedded in
its curriculum and learning
programmes. The Village Exposure Programme, scheduled at the beginning of each
academic year, is a method unique to this
institute of excellence.
The programme aims at introducing students to the problems prevailing in villages
|
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and encouraging them to suggest steps for
improvement. Students are taken on a threeday visit to some of the villages around
Jamshedpur. During the visits students
interact with NGOs, village panchayats and
villagers and try to analyse prevalent issues
from various perspectives. The programme
is designed to help students explore the possibilities of business opportunities in rural
India and in turn assist the villagers to have

control over their product and resources.
As future managers, XLers learn
important lessons on sustainable and inclusive development during the course of three
days. It is an essential component in the
curriculum of any course in any discipline,
as a programme like this helps one become
more sensitive and responsible towards
making the world a better place to
live.

LIsT OF aCTIVITIes
Visit various aanganvadis, primary and
secondary schools and understanding their
education system
Understanding the modus operandi of selfhelp groups dealing with different aspects of
growth in the villages
Studying the implementation of mid-day
meal schemes in village schools
Collect information about the sources of
income of the villagers
Study the system of rice intensification
done by farmers to increase their yield
Interact and understand the culture of various tribes in the village
Implementation of MGNREGA scheme
and Kisan Credit Card scheme by the government in these areas

Students on their ﬁeld
trip alongwith women
and children of the village

november 2017
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outbound
Programme

T

he students at XLRI learn leadership and management
lessons through an innovative outbound programme. A
three-day team building programme is organised every
year for the new batch and this year was no exception. Students of the 2017-19 batch participated in this exercise
with enthusiasm and zeal. The objective of the programme was to
develop leadership and teamwork through adventure activities. The
programme comprised overnight camping and other outdoor activities at Tumung. Attendance to the team-building programme was
compulsory for the students.
The programme is organised every year by Tata Steel Adventure
Foundation.
Learning the ropes of managerial skills was never so much fun.

DAY 1:
The day began with a team exercise that requires coordination and
careful timing among the team members. Next was obstacle race
that the teams had to overcome as early as possible.
LeSSon LeArnT: Team work, well, only when they work together. Encouraging the weak links is the mantra for the team to excel.
|
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DAY 2:
Another set of exciting events were lined up for the second day.
Students not only had fun participating in exercises like cave
crawling, rappelling and ﬂying fox, but also learned to trust their
team members. The day concluded with a documentary on popular
adventure enthusiasts in India and their fight against all odds to
reach their goal.
LeSSon LeArnT: Building trust among team members.

DAY 3:
Water sports in picturesque Dimna lake. The first activity was a
rafting race on professional rafts. The raft rowing is the best way
to understand the importance of coordinated efforts. The students
were asked to build their own rafts using bamboo sticks, drums and
ropes.
LeSSon LeArnT: Coordinated efforts within the team, an essential
element for overall growth and excellence.
Please write to us at magis@xlri.ac.in
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Tell-a-Tale

To Conquer
This experience was different,
it made me challenge myself
to an extent I wouldn’t have
thought possible. I have been
afraid of heights and water for
as far back as I can remember.
I conquered those fears on this
very trip and not because I was
forced to, but because I was
doing it as part of a team.
ISHITA ACHArYA

Gain
Perspective

To Push
Oneself

Some experiences change lives.
You learn to look at life from a
whole new perspective. In future, whenever I am faced with
adversity, I shall remind myself
of that light at the end of the
tunnel, that last climb and that
sense of accomplishment after
the climb. With a chill in my
spine and shaky knees, I am
ready for the most difficult cave
called ‘life’.

Spending two and a half days
in the lap of nature, under
supervisors absolutely unwilling to let the intensity down, I
realised how long it had been
since I pushed myself. Going
out of one’s comfort zone is an
absolute essential to grow as a
human being, and here I was,
doing something I had never
imagined myself doing.

PrAnAY rooP CHATTerJee

Persistence
The outbound trip instilled
the belief in me that nothing
is very tough, as long as you
try. I guess the lesson is: We
were warned. We were given an
explanation. Nevertheless, we
persisted. And that made all the
difference!
SWATI SHARMA

PrIYADArSHI DASGUPTA

sporty attempts
Rafting
Raft making
Rappelling
Cave crawling
Flying fox
Obstacle race
november 2017
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(From top left clockwise) Tribal women
display handicraft items at a stall; a stem
cell donor with Datri volunteer; staff and
students at Titan eye camp

S

SIGMA Takes Up
Social Initiatives

IGMA has been working with state and local government authorities for the elevation and livelihood creation of primitive Sabar tribe of Jharkhand. One such
attempt is through helping and promoting their handicraft. The team, comprising one SIGMA member and students
from the batch, is working in different verticals for overall
business aid. During past few months, the team has achieved
some significant milestones in terms of putting a proposal to
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NABARD and to local authorities, helping with sales in a craft
fair and promoting tribal handicraft in media. The costing and
branding of the handicraft are currently done by the team consisting of students of second year.
Eye Check-up Camp by Titan
SIGMA conducted a two-day eye test camp in association with
Titan Eye plus at XLRI. The event saw participation of over

| greater good |

100 people including students, faculty and maintenance staff. The maintenance staff got an opportunity
to access modern and sophisticated eye testing facilities. Titan Eye plus had also extended a 20 percent
discount on all eye-wears with assured delivery
within 48 hours.
Stem Cell Donation Drive
SIGMA organised Blood Stem Cells registry program in XLRI from 15 to 18 July, 2017. The program
was conducted in collaboration with a non-profit
organisation, Datri, which works towards the creation of a wide and diverse database of potential blood
stem cell donors for terminal patients with Leukaemia, Thalassemia and other blood related disorders.
The drive was targeted towards helping Datri to
build an exhaustive database of potential stem cell
donors, which thereby would help in increasing the
matches for the patients suffering from terminal
diseases (present match ratio is 1 in 10,000).
The camp saw widespread participation from students, faculty and staff and enabled XLRI to join this
noble cause for the greater good of society.
paper Collection Drive
SIGMA conducted paper collection drive for its
partner NGO Green Garbage that makes bags out of
waste paper. Through this they provide employment
to women from nearby slums. The NGO is run by
Mita Tarafder, Sr Scientist NML and an XL alumnus.
Blood Donation Drive
SIGMA organised a Blood Donation Drive in association with Brahmananda Narayana Multispecialty
hospital. The drive saw enthusiastic participation
from student, faculty and staff.


Please write to us at magis@xlri.ac.in

(From top) Students after paper collection drive;
Fr Jerry Cutinha, Dean (Administration), XLRI
at the blood donation camp

Pragyan by Samarthya
Pragyan 2017 is an initiative undertaken by Samarthya
to give back to the people who make our stay at XLRI
comfortable. Every weekend, team Samarthya counsels,
teaches and engages with the children of helpers, gardeners
and the support staff working at XLRI to ensure a healthy
and loving environment for them to grow. The children are

from the age group of 4 to 14, studying in schools across
Jamshedpur.
Pragyan aims to solve emotional and academic
problems that students from challenging backgrounds
face like coping with studies, bullying, abuse and low
self-esteem.
november 2017
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XLANC

T

he XLRI Adventure and Nature
Club (XLANC) organises xtracurricular events that channelise
the competitive spirit of XLers
into fun games and also other activities that
bring them close to nature. XLANC kicked
off this academic year with Body Zorbing
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Football in July as an ice-breaker for the
junior batch. Over 100 students, from both
senior as well as junior batch, turned up to
take a shot at this game that combines the
excitement of body zorbing with the simple
game of football.
The newly inducted junior members

of XLANC took charge of organising the
popular game of Laser Tag in August. Over
200 participants shareed the excitement
and thrill of hiding, chasing and shooting in
the specialised laser tag arena set up in the
XLRI campus. The response was overwhelming.

| be a sport |

SportsComm
BM v/s HR
A two-day sports tournament was played between junior and senior students of
both BM and HRM batch. The teams competed in 12 different sports and thus
marked the beginning of a year-long vibrant sports scene on campus.
Ratanjee 2017
Ratanjee 2017 is an annual sports event where the junior batch competes against
the senior batch.
Independence Cup - 2017
Independence Cup 2017 was the first inter-college sports event of the year, held
on 15 August, with participation from XISS, Ranchi and NIT, Jamshedpur.
In its fifth edition, the tournament was bigger and better with three colleges
battling for the winner’s title across seven sports. The day-long event concluded
with XLRI students emerging as winners of the Independence Cup 2017.

E-Cell and
Ex-Link
E-Cell --- Dhandha 2017
E-Cell started the year with its ice-breaker event, Dhandha 2017, at
which over 200 first year students participated. The teams had to compete in a start-up quiz and pitch business ideas for money.
Ex-Link
Ex-Link conducted XL Experience and XLDiaries, article writing
competitions for first year students. A few other competitions for seniors
such as internship experience were also conducted. The winners were
given cash prizes and CV points. Many big newspapers like The
Hindu and The Telegraph also published select articles. The team
also did exclusive coverage for leadership talks, and sessions by
eminent personalities such as Dr. Ashok Khosla and Prof. Muhammad
Yunus.
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SPICMACAY
Members of the jury during
Talent Night

Student enacts a scene during
theatre performance

Photo exhibition

|
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S

PICMACAY’s Talent Night showcased performances on Indian Classical
music, soulful shayari, stand-up comedy, dance and dramatics. This year’s
photo exhibition had as many as 95 entries from the first year students. The
auditorium was buzzing with talent and enthusiasm. The event concluded
with performances by Bodhi Tree’s (XLRI band) junior batch.

Please write to us at magis@xlri.ac.in

A student performs
during dance competition

SAPPHIRE

SAPPHIRE, the Students’ Association for
the Promotion of Personnel Management,
Human Resources and Industrial Relations
at XLRI, acts as a unique platform for
fostering synergic interactions between students, academia and the industry. Our core
mission is to enable development of world
class, well-rounded HR professionals who
can deliver and make meaningful contributions to the field of Human Resources.

CHAOS

SAPPHIRE organised a fun-filled activity,
Chaos, for the 2017-19 batch. The students
acted as recruiters cum traders and had to
gauge the impact of market on the workforce amidst rapidly changing scenarios
to decide on recruiting or laying-off the
number of employees. The activity focused
on highlighting the uncertainty aspect of
personnel management.

BATTLE
HRoyale

A student participant entertains
the audience with his stand-up
comedy

One of the primary aims of SAPPHIRE
is to keep the students updated with the
emerging industry trends in HR area.
A similar attempt was made when they
launched their annual quizzing league,
Battle HRoyale, in August 2017. The first
round of the event was a grand success
with over 800 participants from premium
B-Schools of the country. Top five teams
from MDI Gurgaon, XIMB, IMI Delhi and
XLRI were rewarded for their exceptional
performance.

SYNAPSE

In September 2017, SAPPHIRE invited
articles from across India for its bi-annual
magazine Synapse. The theme for this
edition was HR and the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. Entries from across the country
brought in fresh perspective on the expected challenges and outcomes in HR area,
owing to latest technological advances.
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FINAX

(From top clockwise)
Students during the event
King of the Pit; A session
with representatives of
William O' Neil & Co;
Students participate in CFA
Research Challenge
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King of The Pit
The Finance Association at XLRI (FINAX)
kicked off the new academic year with an icebreaker event for first year students, King Of The
Pit, which was a simulation of floor-based trading
of stocks. The teams started off with some money

and certain stocks and needed to trade with
each other in order to maximise their portfolio
value.
Leadership talk Series on GST
Leverage, a session on GST, was conducted as

| overall growth |

part of FINAX’s leadership talk series.
The session was conducted by Timir
Chatterjee, an expert from the industry.
He has worked on many GST projects
and also authored books on the taxation
system. This session was open to all
batches (BM, HRM and GMP) and also
to the faculty and administrative staff of
XLRI.
As part of industry interaction, FINAX
also organised a session with the Indian
arm of William O’ Neil—an equity
research and investment firm. Executives
from the firm came down to college
to interact with students on several
finance-related topics. The company’s
executives spoke on various topics such
as stock screening, value, investing, investment frameworks, technical analysis
etc.
FIN-Q – The Finance Quizzing
League
The Finance Quizzing League was
organised to test the basic knowledge
of students in first year in the domain of
finance.
XLRI Students’ Investment Fund
In order to sharpen and polish the skills
of first year students through practical application, the XLRI Students’ Investment
Fund conducted an equity research competition with certain sectors given to the
students to select from and research on.
Prize money was given to the best two
teams based on the report they submitted
post their research on the sector.
In a build-up to the equity research competition, an interactive session with students was held to teach them the basics of
equity research and various ways of data
collection. Basic instructions on using the
Bloomberg terminal were also imparted
in this session.
CFA Research Challenge
The XLRI Students’ Investment Fund
also facilitated the CFA Research Challenge on campus. Teams from both first
year and second year were asked to value
the stock of Reliance Jio. The team that
was adjudged to have the best report
was selected to represent XLRI in the
regional round of CFA Research Challenge.

CII-Yi Events
Jamshedpur Run
The Confederation of Indian Industry – Young Indians Net of XLRI, began
the year with its flagship event Jamshedpur Run. The marathon, conducted in
collaboration with Ensemble-Valhalla team on 27 August, was a resounding
success with over 1300 participants.
Krishna Kumar Kharia, Director, Multitech Components Pvt. Ltd and the
Yi (Young Indians) Chair of CII Jharkhand Chapter graced the occasion as the
chief guest and flagged off the event. The theme for this year’s event was Run
for Jamshedpur.
The winners of Jamshedpur Run 2017 in the men and women category were
both college students, who put their strength and perseverance on display to
emerge on top. The top three positions from each category were provided with
cash prizes and certificates of merit and all the other participants were given
T-shirts, participation certificates and refreshments during the course of the
marathon.
Startup Saturday
Startup Saturday was held on 9 September in association with Headstart Network Foundation, which is the largest network of early-stage startups in India.
CII-Yi facilitates entrepreneurial learning, hiring, marketing insights and peer
mentoring amongst Startups enthusiasts.
|
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maXi
maXi Bazaar 2017
The Marketing Association of
XLRI organised MAXI Bazaar for
the new batch. The students came
up with innovative products and
marketing plans.
adtWist
MAXI organised its yearly digital
event AdTwist to engage the
junior batch in marketing, more
particularly advertising activities.
The event saw umpteen entries,
with students coming up with
creative advertising campaigns
and communications for different
products.
salEs and distriBution
maNagemeNt Live projeCts
In association with the Marketing
Department of XLRI, MAXI secured live projects for the students
of Sales and Distribution Management Course. The student committee collaborated with reputed
companies like Hindustan Unilever, ITC and Aditya Birla Group
(IDEA) to facilitate live project
and on-ground sales and distribution experience for students.

Students showcase innovative marketing
strategy at mAXI bazar
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Food For thouGht With
amish tripathi
In association with hindi daily,
Sanmarg, MAXI organised a talk
with one of India’s best selling
authors Amish Tripathi as part of
its leadership talk series, Food for
Thought. Tripathi kept the session
interactive, while speaking about
myriad topics like Indian Mythology, the creative thinking process
and his latest book, Sita. The faculty and students showed up for
an enthusiastic participation. The
event was concluded with a booksigning session by Tripathi.

| festive fervour |

AXIOM
A

XIOM has hosted a range of student engagement activities in the
last quarter, attracting participation
not just from the students of XLRI, but also
from other premier business schools. Following are the activities hosted by AXIOM
in the last quarter.
X-Pedite
AXIOM conducted its first ice-breaker
event for the 2017-19 batch to introduce
students to Operations Management. It was
a fun-filled simulation event based around
theory of constraints and supply chain
management.
Datathon
An online analytics event was organised as
a curtain raiser for its Analytics Subgroup
initiative. This event was exclusive for the
junior batch where the students were given
a dataset to analyse and answer the questions that would generate key insights.
Analytics Subgroup Initiative
AXIOM’s new initiative, Analytics Sub-

Group, is primarily focused on building the
necessary skillset to make sense of data, to
analyse it and share better business prospects. This is primarily done through live
projects and conducting various workshops
around Math, Business and Technology,
which are the three key pillars of data analytics. Students were required to complete
certain modules on Operations Analytics as
part of the process.
Project Management Institute
(PMI) Interaction Session
PMI WB is a chartered component of PMI,
USA, founded in 2012 as an autonomous,
non-profit, and tax-exempted membership
association dedicated to the science of
project management. The event witnessed
a confluence of respected leaders in the
domain of project management who
shared their views and ideas on globally
recognised standards and credentials, extensive research program, and professional
development opportunities. The session was
interspersed with small quizzes.

Chronos- The Online Quizzing
League
AXIOM’s online quizzing league, Chronos,
was held over a period of six days. Students
were required to answer four to five questions daily. The questions were related to
Operations Management and general industry awareness.
AXIS magazine
AXIOM publishes its quarterly magazine
AXIS that is centered on Operations
Management, newer technologies and its
implications in everyday life.
SIP Preparation Session
As part of the Senior Executive Team’s
efforts to facilitate maximum knowledge
transfer during the build up to the Junior
Batch’s SIP process, AXIOM conducted its
first session on Operations. The objective
of the session was to make the candidates
familiar with some of the crucial areas
that are not just tested for Operations related jobs but also provide a basic
understanding.
november 2017
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Alumni Achievements
Passion for excellence is an attribute that comes naturally to all our alumni. Their
uncompromising efforts to achieve the best in every field makes them a winner of
every situation. XLRI takes great pride in the achievements of its alumni and their
abiding commitment to improve the quality of life in their organisations and society at
large. Here are some of the names that have made it big in the past few months.

Sanjeev Kapur (XL’98) takes up
the role of Senior Vice President
and Chief Marketing Officer at
MetLife Asia

Kumar Anand (XL’2005) joins the
Singapore-based arm of IDFC Securities
as Chief Executive Officer

Deepak Gupta (XL’96) started Organic
Maati, an organisation that focusses on
procuring organic fruits and vegetables
from local farmers and selling it to
interested consumers

David Rasquinha (XL’84)
was elevated to the position of
MD from Deputy MD
at Exim Bank

Footwear maker Bata India Ltd
roped in Sandeep Kataria
(XL’93), former chief commercial
officer at Vodafone India, for the
role of Country Manager

Saurabh Nigam (XL'2007),
former Snapdeal HR head,
joins Omidyar Network as Vice
President - human capital

Korn Ferry (KFY) appoints Rajiv
Krishnan (XL’84) as Country Managing
Director for Korn Ferry Hay Group
in India.
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XLers Take Over as Global Heads

British consumer healthcare
company Reckitt Benckiser Plc has
named Gurveen Singh (XL’80) as
global head of human resources

Tanuj Kapilashrami
(XL’2000) is the Global
Head of talent at Standard
Chartered Bank.

XLers as Writers
The Entrepreneur’s Soulbook
by Swati Jena (XL’2008)
introduces the readers to the
ground work that precedes the
entrepreneurship venture.

Creating Winning
Relationships through
Conversations with Self by
TT Srinath (XL’ 78) talks
about the challenges one faces
in the process of building
relationships and aspects that
can have positively influence.
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Hr and trade
Unions,
are they
incompatible?
THe ArTICLe DISCUSSeS THe PerSPeCTIve GAP beTWeen
THe Hr mAnAGemenT AnD TrADe UnIonS In ComPAnIeS
bY Dr. Kr SHYAm SUnDAr

I

ndustrial relations (IR) in a classic
sense as it evolved from the Western industrialism and perhaps even
capitalism slowly but surely embraced the idea and even the institution of
trade unions and collective bargaining over
the decades of 20th century. The New Deal
package introduced by Franklin Roosevelt
sort of legalized trade union and collective
bargaining rights in the United States (even
though later laws sought to balance the
distribution of legal power between labour
and capital) while in the United Kingdom
tradition nurtured it. In the erstwhile West
Germany trade unions coexisted with plant
level consultative workers’ codetermination
committee. Trade unions achieved a sense
of global legitimacy once the erstwhile
colonial countries were freed and many of
them elevated the right to form trade unions
as a fundamental right including India.
The formation and growth of International Labour Organization (ILO) and the
framing of international labour standards in
the form of ILO conventions and recommendations provided global framework for
constructing labour rights and creating a
|
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level playing field for countries in the trade
sector. The Constitution of India provides
for respect for international treaties suitably. Freedom of association is a fundamental right as per our Constitution though
the right to strike has not been elevated to
that status either by the Constitution or by
judiciary.
During the command economy the State
and its instrumentalities like judiciary
and labour administration framed all the
“rules of the industrial relations system” in
exchange for labour rights for trade unions
and assurance of disciplined and committed workforce for employers. In that sense,
personnel management recognized collective institutions and performed vital though
less strategic functions at the firm level. Its
main task included human resource development at the individual level and dealing
with collective institutions for grievance
administration and collective bargaining
and enforcement of labour laws at the firm
level. This system of workforce management produced at once cycles of industrial
peace and even severe industrial unrest.
But collective bargaining gradually rose in

strength and it was at once complementary
to and displacing of State-managed rule
making process. But what was definite was
that personnel management accommodated
even thrived on trade unions. It was not
a smooth flow for management who often
decried the rising labour power and rise in
real wages incommensurate with productivity. But the closed economy allowed
both employers and trade unions to effect
high wage and often irrational wage deals
(classic rent seeking) if only to pass on the
cost to the consumers who had no product
alternatives. Neo-classical economists and
employers’ federations blamed trade unions
and restrictive labour laws for unsustainable real wage growth which caused jobless
growth.
State regulation of both product and
labour markets was long criticized for producing poor industrial growth and causing
rigidities in the labour market. Economic
reforms which were hesitantly introduced
since the mid-1980s began to be firmly the
primary economic policy of the government since 1991. Product market reforms
liberalized much of the production deci-

| perspective gap |

sions of the firms and it empowered them
and along with domestic reforms trade,
investment and technology were also liberalized. Around this time, the perspective of
managing people also changed from being
driven by laws and regulations and collective institutions which did not produce
competitive outcomes to stress on people’s
management through individualized processes and a broader and stronger role for
human resource managers. Neo-classical
economic theory asserts interface between
product market and factor market in its demand-supply framework and management
theories translated this interface by seeing
human resource management (HRM) as
integral to corporate management, though
not with much conviction. Not much conviction because HRM is still subordinate to
and not equal to higher level strategies.
Individualism and individual employment contracts came to replace collective agreements and rigid labour laws.
Incentive-based management and competitive compensation policies are seen to be
aiding productivity. The norm of HRM is
to move away as far as possible from the
“standardized rule making process” such
that individualism will incentivize people to
build their own resources.
The forces of globalization in the meanwhile weaken the collective institutions
through various channels. For example,
fiscal conservatism (not balanced budget
but a mean budget) means state retrenchment which often means privatization and
steep fall in state investment in economic
activities and hence collapse of public and
government sector and this means less
scope for continuation of trade unions.
State investment is replaced by capital intensive and automation seeking investment
by domestic and foreign capital in search
of efficiency and this means labour saving
investment.
HRM has sought to build its own channels of communication unlike the personnel
management which used trade unions. The
dominant competitive strategy of firms in
India (both domestic and foreign) desiring
to capitalize on low labour cost in a typical
labour surplus economy resort to cost-saving route (low road to development) rather
than high road to development through
technology and skill-treasure house method.
Employers at the macro level demand

labour flexibility to aid running business
in a competitive manner and to be able to
respond to often volatile product market
changes. The demand for flexibility in
workforce management is in marriage with
the philosophy of individualism cherished
by HRM paradigm of management. It
is integral to and wedded with corporate
strategy. Collective power conflicts with
managerial freedom and corporate plans
and corporate strategies of mergers and
acquisitions or fissuring in terms of building supply chain. Union avoidance at best
and union busting at worst has become the
norm of HRM.
Low-cost strategy means in a practical
sense toying with labour cost as plant and
equipment costs are fixed costs and material
cost depends on the product market. Labour cost in a third-party regulated market
is a quasi-fixed cost and hence not desired.

The biggest challenge
to HRM is workplace
monitoring and
ensuring contract
implementation
So a two-pronged strategy of union avoidance/busting and increasing non-unionsable
labour employment has been often adopted.
Contract labour at the firm level has risen
to unimaginable levels and the internal
labour market has been dismantled. Labour
market has been segmented at the firm level
as at the macro level.
At the same time trade unions have begun
to shed their past robes and be pragmatic
and moved from distributive bargaining to
productivity bargaining. In some firms like
Thermax, trade unions came to the forefront
of firm turnaround and even that union
acquired quality accreditation. Enterprise
bargaining and internal leadership of trade
unions have arisen in several places and cooperative and productive industrial relations
have emerged.
Trade union leaders have begun to
speak a different language and they have
been quick enough to learn that product
market conditions have changed and unless cooperative and productivity based

workplace are ensured mutual survival will
be in peril. So long some distributional
justice is effected and insider’s interests are
protected cooperation with management is
fine for these unions. In some cases, the
trade unions have gone beyond protecting
the insider-trap perspective and ensured that
the material and employment interests of
flexi-workers are protected. In these cases
even the management move away from
union avoidance style and conversed with
trade unions.
On the other hand, there has arisen a style
of HRM which is isolative and exclusive
in character which believes in hard style
of HRM which invariably means union
busting, top on numerical flexibility and
oppressive shop floor management. At best
it nominates its own workers’ collectives
and even installs its preferred leaders in
the company unions and at worst destroys
unions. This has often caused some bloody
industrial unrest.
HRM perspective needs to understand
that trade unions perform some vital
economic and social functions even for the
benefit of firms. For example, they reduce
the transaction costs of negotiations and
they filter numerous and often conflicting
demands and interests and present a coherent and manageable demands for management to address. The biggest challenge to
HRM is workplace monitoring and ensuring contract implementation. The trade
unions become co-monitors by being coproducer of contracts and ensures contract
observance if only for its own legitimacy
and to continue the cycle of negotiations
over the time. Individual contracts set one
against another and seek to capitalize on the
rivalry which can be damning. Collective
bargaining removes the inherent inequalities and coupled with productivity ensuring
mechanisms in place can be a sound and
even efficient way managing workplace.
Bad HRM invites bad outcomes including violence and it leads the firm nowhere.
Militant trade unionism is suicidal for
workers for competition punishes not only
firms but workers also. Markets do not
manage economy well and social institutions provide bulwarks against failures.
So there cannot be both theoretically and
empirically conflict between HRM and collectivism.
Please write to us at magis@xlri.ac.in
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Faculty retired

Dr. ISF Irudayaraj, faculty of Organisational
Behaviour, retired from his teaching position after
rendering over 19 years of yeoman service to the
institute. During his teaching career at XLRI he
took over important roles as Chairperson of Admissions office and as a member of the XLRI Board of
Governors.

FACULTY RESIGNED

Prof. Prabal K. Sen, faculty of Economics, retired from his
teaching position after rendering over 10 years of yeoman service
to the institute. Prof. Sen is the founding Chairperson of the
Entrepreneurship Development Centre at XLRI and was instrumental in supporting many entrepreneurs. He was awarded the
Best Teacher Award by the Higher Education Forum of India for
his contributions to the field of teaching.

Faculty Activities

Dr. Rakesh Kumar
Pati, assistant professor
in the Strategic Management area, resigned from
the institute on 21 August,
2017.

Dr. Niharika Garud,
assistant professor in the
Orgaisation Behaviour
area, resigned from the
institute on 21 August,
2017.

Dr. Bino Jose,
Librarian, resigned
from the institute on
20 October, 2017.
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Dr. ES Srinivas was invited
to join the Editorial Board
of the reputed international
journal Stress and Health
published by Wiley.

vited to join the Board of YES
Trustee Ltd, the SEBI approved trustees of the newly
created Yes Bank Mutual
Fund.

Fr. E Abraham, SJ was invited as Distinguished Invitee
on the Council of AIMA for
the year 2017-18.

Dr. Santanu Sarkar has
been nominated as an External Expert on the Board of
Studies by the Vice Chancellor of Visva-Bharati University, West Bengal .

Dr. HK Pradhan was in-

| mentors |

PAPER
PRESENTATIONS

Dr. Apalak Khatua presented a paper on Cricket
World Cup 2015 – Predicting
User’s Orientation through Mix
Tweets on Twitter Platform at
the International Symposium on
Foundations and Applications of
Big Data Analytics at Sydney,
Australia, during 31 July -3
August, 2017.
Dr. Smitu Malhotra chaired
a Session and presented a paper
on The Concept of Jugaad: Evi-

dence from Innovations at the
bottom of the Pyramid in India
at the Academy of Business and
Emerging Markets [ABEM]
Conference at Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic, during 1-3
August, 2017.
Dr. L Gurunathan presented
a paper on Beyond Diversity:
A Case Study of Inclusion in an
Indian Organization at the Annual Academy of Management
at Atlanta, USA, during 4-9

the International Conference on
Social and Behavioral Sciences
– 2017 at Singapore during 1416 August, 2017.
Dr. Arpita Srivastava
presented a paper on SellLibrity! Stardom converted into
a Brand: Celebrity Branding at
the Universal Academic Cluster
International Conference at
Bangkok, Thailand, during 5-6
October, 2017.

August, 2017.
Dr. Santanu Gupta presented a paper on Job Reservations and Policy Choices at the
12th International Conference on
Public Policy and Management
at IIM - Bangalore during 7-9
August, 2017.
Dr. Saroj K Pani presented
a paper on What do I get? A
Study on Firm’s Social Investments on their own Wellbeing at

Dr. Trilochan Tripathy
presented two papers [1] on
Starbucks: Driving Growth
through Business Model Innovation and [2] on The Economics
Behind Uber’s Surge Pricing
at the International Case Study
Conference at IBS Hyderabad in
October, 2017.
Fr Nelson D’Silva, SJ,
presented a paper on Broadening the Perspective on Calling
Leading to Meaningfulness at
the Mini-Conference: Special
Issue in Journal of Vocational
Behaviour on Calling and Careers: New Insights and Future
Directions at the Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, during 13-14
October, 2017.

Dr. P Venugopal was invited to be a speaker at the World
Educational Day 2017 at Dalian, China, during 27-29
September, 2017.
Dr. Vishwa Ballabh attended the 19th Annual Global
Conference on Leadership in Turbulent Times at the
Square Brussels Meeting Center in Brussels, Belgium, during 12-16 October, 2017.

MEETINGS/
CONFERENCES

Fr. Oswald AJ Mascarenhas, SJ, PhD, attended
Business Ethics Conference in Manila, Philippines on
Managing and Teaching Business Ethics: Global Trends and
Challenges in June. He also chaired a session on Applying
Critical Realism in Management Ethics during the conference. Fr. Mascarenhas also attended the Management
Education Research workshop organised for MBA faculty
and students by St Joseph’s Institute of Management in
Bangalore in June. He also delivered keynote address at
Transformational Leadership Program on the topic Innovation and Leadership in XLRI, Jamshedpur.
november 2017
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articles [1] on Distribution-free Phase-II
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average
Schemes for Joint Monitoring of Location
and Scale Based on Subgroup Samples
in the International Journal of Advanced
Manufacturing Technology; [2] [coauthored] article on A Distribution-free
Phase-II CUSUM Procedure for Monitoring Service Quality in Total Quality
Management & Business Excellence. [3]
[co-authored] Design and Implementation Issues for a Class of Distributionfree Phase II EWMA Exceedance Control
Charts in the International Journal of
Production Research; [4] [co-authored]
Simultaneously Monitoring Frequency
and Magnitude of Events Based on
Bivariate Gamma Distribution in the
Journal of Statistical Computation and
Simulation [5] [co-authored] On Compounded Geometric Distributions and
their Applications in Communications in
Statistics-Simulation and Computation.

ARTICLES/CASES
PUBLISHED

Dr. Ajith Kumar J co-authored an
article on Replenishment Policy in a
Two-Echelon Supply Chain: An Analysis
Using Discrete-Event Simulation in the
International Journal of Business Analytics and Intelligence.
Dr. Jatinder Kumar Jha co-authored
an article on Human Resource Planning
as a Strategic Function: Biases in Forecasting Judgement in the International
Journal of Strategic Decision Sciences.
Dr. Pramod Kumar Padhi published a
book on Labour and Industrial Laws.
Dr. KR Shyam Sundar published a book
on Industrial Relations in India — Working Towards a Possible Framework for
the Future. ACTRAV Bureau for Worker`s
Activity, International Labour Organization. He also published a chapter
on Globalization Dynamics and the
Working-class Movement: An Agenda for
Future, in the Redefined Labour Spaces:
Organizing Workers in Post-Liberalized
India, Routledge, Taylor & Francis, London and New York.
Dr. Santanu Sarkar published a
chapter on Possibilities and Barriers of
Workers` Co-operative: Lessons From
Failed Takeover Experience of a Closed
Mine in Jharkhand in the Redefined
Labour Spaces: Organizing Workers in
Post-Liberalized India, Routledge: New
York.
Dr. Ashis K Pani co-authored an article
on Adoption of Internet of Things in India: A Test of Competing Models Using a
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Structured Equation Modeling Approach
in the journal Technological Forecasting
and Social Change.
Dr. Manish Singhal co-authored an
article on Demystifying the Leadership
Kaleidoscope into an Integrated View
in the Journal of Management Development.
Dr. Debasis Pradhan co-authored an
article on One Step Deeper: Gender and
Congruity in Celebrity Endorsement in
the journal, Marketing Intelligence and
Planning.
Dr. PC Padhan co-authored two articles
[1] on Impact of Capital Structure on
Firm Value: Evidence from Indian Hospitality Industry in the journal Theoretical
Economics Letters (2017) and [2] Herding Behavior in Futures Market: An Empirical Analysis from India in the journal
Theoretical Economics Letters (2017).
Dr. Santanu Gupta co-authored an
article on Evolution of Electricity Tariff
in India in Economic & Political Weekly,

(2017).
Dr. Prantik Ray published an article on
Islamic Banking in India-A New Age Panacea or Mirage in the International Journal
of Economic Research.
Dr. Santanu Sarkar published two
articles [1] on Changing Judicial Pronouncements on Impugned Discharge &
Dismissal under Industrial Disputes Act,
1947, in the Indian Journal of Industrial
Relations and [2] co-authored How has
the Dark Knight Risen? Chronicle of
Union Revitalization from India in the
Employee Relations Journal.
Dr. KR Shyam Sundar co-authored
an article on Labour Law, Governance
Reforms, and Protests — Are They Legitimate in the special issue of Economic &
Political Weekly.
Dr. Atul Arun Pathak co-authored an
article on Fiamchi: Fishing in Troubled
Waters in the Asian Case Research
Journal.
Dr. Amitava Mukherjee published

Dr. Rajiv Misra published case studies [1] on Lift Installation at AMI (A2Z
Management Institute) in the ECCH
reference 617-0062-1, (Teaching note)
reference 617-0062-8 August (2017) [2]
Water Supply Project at AMI in the ECCH
reference 617-0063-1 (Teaching note)
reference 617-0063-8 August (2017)
[3] Electrical Supply Project at AMI (A2Z
Management Institute) in the ECCH
Ref. no:617-0067-1, Teaching Note Ref.
no:617-0067-8 (2017).
Dr. Rahul Chandra Sheel co-authored
a case study on Ingersoll Rand: Creating
Effective Engineering and Technology
Centres (A)& (B), in IVEY Publishing.
Dr. Sunil Kumar Sarangi & Dr. Atul
Arun Pathak published a case on
Your Story: Strategically Communicating Entrepreneurial Journeys, in IVEY
Publishing.
Dr. Atul Arun Pathak co-authored
a case on Udaipur Times: Strategy of
a Hyperlocal News Website in IVEY
Publishing.

Ignito
XLRI students released Chinese
lanterns to mark the theme
launch of the annual festival
Ensemble-Valhalla.

